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Junction box, Category 6A 2xRJ45, AP, pure white - RJ45
8(8) Data outlet 6A (IEC) white TN E-DATm...

Metz
TN E-DATmod-2AP-rws
1309120002-E-90
4250184152323 EAN/GTIN

149,55 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Connection socket, Cat.6A 2xRJ45,AP,rws TN E-DATmod-2AP-rws surface-mounted, screw fastening, connector type RJ45 8(8), suitable for number of sockets/couplings 2,
category 6A (IEC), color white, RAL number 9010, shielded sockets, with text field, design-capable, oblique outlet direction, with dust protection, surface-mounted connection
unit with E-DAT module, Cat 6A component test according to ISO/IEC 11801 Ed.2.2: 2011-06, DIN EN 50173-1: 2011-09 , TIA/EIA-568-C.2 (2009-08) and IEC 60603-7-51
Ed.1 (12/2008), GHMT certified, compliance with Class EA according to ISO/IEC 11801 Ed.2.2: 2011-06 , DIN EN 50173-1: 2011-09, tested: link up to 500 MHz, suitable for 10
GBit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3an), remote powering (PoE, PoE plus, UPoE and 4PPoE) and HDBaseT, easy-to-install connection of the 2 to 4-pair data line AWG 26/1-22/1 and
stranded wire with 7-wire Cu strand AWG 26/7-22/7 to BTR 8-way IDC insulation displacement terminals, identification of the wire assignment T568A or T568B, plug-in
direction of the module 45° down inclined to trains Relief with cable ties on the module, with viewing window for enclosed inscription insert, integr. Dust caps (also colored
available)
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